
Par56   Q&A
This product is not recommended for use in a closed environment. 
The optimum operating temperature is -20 degrees ~40 degrees  

Question: 
Is this a submersible bulb?
Answer:
If the housing of the fixture is a submersible, water tight, 
sealed fixture, then, yes, this lamp can go in it 

Question: Is the led bulb the same exact diameter as the old halgen ones? 
Answer: Yes, same diameter 1.97 inches (50mm) as the halgen bulb, 
standard size.

Question: do these bulbs come in 110v as well?
Answer: No, these are DC 12V, can work under DC 11-18V, no flickering.

Question: Which dimmer switches work with these lights?
Answer:These lights are non-dimmable, powered by a transformer with 12V.
 
Question: What's the safety rating on these bulbs? Are they CE and/or 
UL certified?
Answer: TUV GS CE Approved. We're factory engaged in LED spotlight bulb 
for almost 10 years, strict QC with 3 years warranty.

Question: Can these bulb work outdoors or bathroom?
Answer: Yes, but Baoming spotlight need to install in a fixture to 
prevent rain and moisture, it's not waterproof.

Question: My halogens used to last me less than a month. And I was 
replacing 2-3 bulbs every month. How long would these last compared 
to halogen bulbs?
Answer: If you light the bulb 4hrs every day, BAOMING led spotlight 
can last about 23 years.

SPOTLIGHT Q&A

  Q: Do these instantly light up or are they slow?
   A: They are bright instantly, very good lights 
      They're instant. I haven't noticed any delay
      LED lights come on instantly. 
      No these are instant. Best lightbulbs ive brought
      They instantly light up and are very bright 

BULB Q&A

  Q:Do these bulbs get hot?
  A:Not as hot as tungsten lamp by any means, warm more like it. 
  Q:Do these bulbs get hot?
  A:Not as hot as tungsten lamp by any means, warm more like it. 
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